Abstract. Cross-browser compatibility testing aims at verifying that a web page is rendered as intended by its developers across multiple browsers and platforms. Browserbite is a tool for cross-browser testing based on comparison of screenshots with the aim of identifying differences that a user may perceive as incompatibilities. Browserbite is based on segmentation and image comparison techniques adapted from the field of computer vision. The key idea is to first extract web page regions via segmentation and then to match and compare these regions pairwise based on geometry and pixel density distribution. Additional accuracy is achieved by post-processing the output of the region comparison step via supervised machine learning techniques. In this way, compatibility checking is performed based purely on screenshots rather than relying on the Document Object Model (DOM), an alternative that often leads to missed incompatibilities. Detected incompatibilities in Browserbite are overlaid on top of screenshots in order to assist users during cross-browser testing.
Introduction
Cross-browser (compatibility) testing aims at finding incompatibilities in the way a Web page is rendered across different combinations of a browser, a browser setting, an operating system (OS) and a hardware platform (herein called a configuration). The exact meaning of the term "incompatibility" varies from one testing subject to another and hence cross-browser testing has to take into account the sensitivity of the intended user(s). Incompatibilities may range from missing buttons, to misaligned text blocks, broken images or misplaced elements. In the absence of tool support for crossbrowser testing, testers have to open web pages manually and check for differences. This procedure is time-consuming, monotonous and non-scalable given the growing number of configurations that need to be supported by Web applications. Existing automated methods for cross-browser testing are generally based on an analysis of the Document Object Model (DOM) [1] [2] [3] . However, the fact that a Web page has very similar DOM structure and parameters across different configurations does not guarantee absence of incompatibilities, as rendering engines may display similar DOMs in rather different ways. Thus DOM-based cross-browser testing techniques suffer from lower recall (high number of missed incompatibilities). Some techniques such as WebDiff [1] apply DOM-based web page segmentation in conjunction with image comparison over pairs of matching segments. But while the latter step improves recall, the DOM segmentation step may still hide incompatibilities.
In contrast to the above techniques, Browserbite employs image processing both for web page segmentation and segment comparison. Specifically, Browsebite combines an image segmentation technique based on detection of discontinuities and colour changes with an image comparison technique based on a combination of geometric features and histograms of pixel intensity distribution. These techniques are complemented by supervised machine learning, so as to take into account user sensitivity.
System Overview
Browserbite consists of three main components: screenshot generation, image segmentation and comparison, and classification, as shown in Fig. 1 . These components are triggered sequentially when a user inserts a URL of a web page under test in Browserbite's interface. The URL is added to a queuing system implemented using Ruby Resque. Different Ruby workers then take specific tasks from the queue and perform the task in question, incl. generating screenshot, resizing image, comparing pair of images, or filtering potential incompatibility via a classification model. 
